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Cameron and Kayley
Always be kind to others and find it in your hearts to
be forgiving! We all make mistakes and I hope you will
both learn from them and become better people because
of them.
Dad
(aka Daryl K. Cobb)
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What is really magical is the imagination and I dedicate
this book to those who allow my imagination to bring a
smile to their face.
Manuela Pentangelo
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“Wilhelm’s Magic Academy”
the sign read near the door.

They train the magically gifted,
witches, warlocks and more.

Finishing up her second year
was little Greta Grohm.
She left the school in the pouring rain
to make her way back home.

Greta heard a purring sound,
despite a passing train.
She saw the cat beneath a car,
hiding from the rain.

“Kitty, Kitty, what’s your name?”
The cat heard her say.
“I have two friends at home
who would love to play.”

Greta scooped the kitty up
and put him in her bag.
The cat was all alone and
had no collar and no tag.

“I will name you Hamlet.
I think that sounds quite nice.”

“I’m home, I’m home my little friends
and I have a surprise for you!”
The birds flew in for a closer look.
“What could it be?” said Dew.

Then she walked into her home
and she called out twice,

Hamlet peeked
out of Greta’s bag
with a very scary look.

The bag began to j u m p , h o p
and w i g g l e around the bed.
“Tell me that is not for me,”
is what Ray calmly said.

Ray and Dew both s c r e a m e d out loud
as the cat hissed and s h o o k .

He ran around the room,
then j u m p e d up on a chair,
from there he leaped onto the desk
and back into the air.

Dew and Ray flapped their wings
and Hamlet hissed some more.
Hamlet j u m p e d into the air
and landed on the floor.

Greta followed right behind, her magic wand in hand,

screaming out a little spell,

“Cala-figgy-mand.”

The room went oddly silent.
You could not hear a sound,
and her newest friend, Hamlet,
was nowhere to be found.
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A mysterious bottle with a deadly message is at the center of
this pirate story that ﬁnds the crew of the Rising Sea unknowingly
in grave danger. The evil Captain Darfous Warner has his sights
set on The Ring of Hope and he will stop at nothing until he gets
what he wants.
Twelve year old Peter Nichols steps out of the modern world and
right into the middle of this pirate mystery that has him struggling
with right and wrong, good and evil and the meaning of friendship and family. After a week ﬁlled with strange dreams, missing
friends and menacing pirates, Peter’s struggle to do the right thing
comes to a head as he puts not only himself but his best friend in
danger of becoming casualties of Captain Warner’s deadly plot.
“The Ring of Hope” is a suspense mystery that weaves the legend about a mystical gold ring into a story about the good guys
versus the bad guys. It is amusing, touching and ﬁlled with twists
and turns to keep you guessing from beginning to end. This pirate
mystery will capture the minds of kids and adults alike.
Suggested reading for advanced young readers or ages 10 & up

-- Kirkus Reviews
Kirkus Reviews -- The World’s Toughest Book Critics
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Suggested reading for advanced young readers or ages 10 & up

“Cobb’s 14th book comes complete with pirates,
mysterious messages and a magic ring. . . . The characters are rich and beautifully rendered, and the
story is sprinkled with humor. . . . Much of the dialogue − especially between Peter and Monk and Antonio and Marcus − is delightfully silly. . . . [A]
spirited swashbuckling tale of mystery and magic.”

Kirkus Reviews -- The World’s Toughest Book Critics

Daddy Did I Ever Say? I Love You, Love You, Every Day
“A cute, curly-haired, kindergarten-aged girl opens the story by asking her
father if she’s ever told him how much she loves him . . . the sentiment is
sweet and Van Wagoner’s illustrations are eye catching. . .. The verse Cobb
has penned is appealing and . . . [t]he idea behind the story of the little girl and
her doting father is charming[.] ” -- Kirkus Reviews
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“A pleasing children’s narrative with a relevant message.
... Cobb’s text ... has a simple charm likely to please young readers [and]. .
. Jaeger’s illustrations give the night a soft, beautiful glow, complementing
Cobb’s text . . .. Her personifications of Mr. Moon and Mr. Sun are utterly
delightful.” -- Kirkus Reviews

A mysterious bottle with a deadly message is at the center of
this pirate story that ﬁnds the crew of the Rising Sea unknowingly
in grave danger. The evil Captain Darfous Warner has his sights
set on The Ring of Hope and he will stop at nothing until he gets
what he wants.
Twelve year old Peter Nichols steps out of the modern world and
right into the middle of this pirate mystery that has him struggling
with right and wrong, good and evil and the meaning of friendship and family. After a week ﬁlled with strange dreams, missing
friends and menacing pirates, Peter’s struggle to do the right thing
comes to a head as he puts not only himself but his best friend in
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“Cobb’s 14th book comes complete with pirates,
mysterious messages and a magic ring. . . . The characters are rich and beautifully rendered, and the
story is sprinkled with humor. . . . Much of the dialogue − especially between Peter and Monk and Antonio and Marcus − is delightfully silly. . . . [A]
spirited swashbuckling tale of mystery and magic.”
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“Cobb’s 14th book comes complete with pirates, mysterious messages and a
magic ring . . .. The characters are rich and beautifully rendered, and the story
is sprinkled with humor . . .. Much of the dialogue is delightfully silly.
. . . [A] spirited swashbuckling tale of mystery and magic.”
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Daniel Dinosaur
“A sweet story told in simple rhymes that young children will likely enjoy.
Cobb and Castangno’s cute, colorful picture book illustrates the bond between a brother and sister.” -- Kirkus Reviews

Bill the Bat Baby Sits Bella
“A sweet book celebrating brother-sister bonds.”

-- Kirkus Reviews

Bill the Bat Loves Halloween
“A fast- moving, fun rhyming picture book . . ..”

-- Kirkus Reviews
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“Cobb’s long stretches of naturally engaging dialogue ... help deliver characters
and twists that positively outstrip stories merely about athletic glory. … Always
sincere, occasionally shocking, this tale is required reading for kids and parents.
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